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IKE'S ARRIVAL BOOSTS GOP CONVENT!
Local ROTC
bfficers To
• AttendProgram

Methodists Not To
Discuss Issue

Officers For
Auxiliary Are
Named Monday

BULLETIN

Murray MYF To
Meet At Hardin

Still "Would Be Happy" To
Have Nixon On VP Ticket

The Murray MYF subdistrict
WTLMORE, Aug. 22
— The
will meet at tne Hardin Methodist
question of desegregating Kentucky
Church on Thursday night at 7:30
Methodist churches will not . come
CST . Young
people from
ten
up at the annual Kentucky Contoday as the hour approached for
By RAYMOND hAHR
charges will gather there for their
ference this year. Etintiop William
United Press Staff Correspondent the nominating session.
anPresident
Eisenhower
SI
(UP)
SAN FRANCISCO
monthly meeting including worT. Watkins said Tuesday.
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of New
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug '22 LIP —
"The question will not come up
Members of the Murray Hospital nounced today that Harold E. Stassen has abandoned his ship and fellowship. Rev. R. L. President Eisenhower held court York, a two time loser for the
LOUISVILLE — A fund eatabin the pator.
of
task
the
until next year," he said. 'There Auxiliary enjoyed
luncheon effort to p
a
for Republican notables in his presidency, dimi%
t the nomination of Vice President Rich- Dodson
gished by one of the strongest
Churches that will be represent- hotel suite today as the hour ap- warming tip the delegates with a
Isn't the slightest possibility it meeting in the Conference Room
supporters of the college ROTC
ard M. Nixon for another term and instead will make a ed are: Murray. South Pleasant
will be brought up at this year's at the hospital on Monday, August
proached for jubilant GOP con- speech before they began voting
pogrom will be used this summer
Grove. Lynn Grove and Goshen. vention dee-gates to registef form- for the renomination of their first
seconding speech in behalf of Nixon.
meeting."
20,
L? train instructors in Second
Kirlcsey. Hardin, Sedalia. Martin's al assent to the renomination of winning ticket in 24 years.
The general conference of the
Mrs. Anne Conboy, State AdArmy area to teach a cow se
Eisenhower told a suddenly-called news confer- Chapel, New Hop,. and Sulpher 'an Eisenhcwer-Nixon ticket.
Mr.
church
Methodist
Dewey charged that the last
priamended
Kentucky
the
of
Counselor
visory
in American Military History to
w 41
administration
cedures last April to allow indi- Hospital Auxiliaries was the speak- ence that Stassen made known his position to him during Springs. Hazel and Mason's ChapDemocratic
ROTC students.
hope
el,
Bethel, Brooks and IndepenHarold E. Stamen's dogged
vidual Negro churches or Negro er. Mrs. Ccnboy related with enimarked by "fixing a nd bribe InkThe Military History Course.
this morning.
conference
a
dance.
that Mr. Eisenhower would Pun big"" and said Democrats n o
which has been given in 188 conferences to transfer into regular thusiasm the wonderful work
Young people to attend are senplug on Vice President Rich- "want to Maio doing it all ovet
white jurisdictiins by a two-thirds other hospital auxiliaries are doAmerican colleges and universities
He said Stassen now is convinced that the great mass iors, intermediates and older the
ard M. Nixon at the last minute again."
vote of the regional body involved. ing
throughout Kentucky. She
offering a course In General Milithat
"the best serv- youth.
acne a - glimmering with the ofThe amendment requires ratifi- complimented the local organiza- af the delegates are for Nixon and
tary Science, has beer) extended
Throws Back Attack
ficial word that the President still
cation by two-thirds of the voting tion for its excellent work done ce" he can perform is to support Nixon. Accordingly,
to 50 Branch Material Colleges.
"It's our job to see that they
would be "happy" to have Nixon
members if the 132 Methodist during the auxiliary's first year the President said, Stassen will seek permission to second
Thus 238 colleges will teach the
don't get the chance,- he said in
for a running mate. •,
to agidroxiineltely 06,000 conferences in the world before and highly recommended that the Nixon for renomination.
cisue.
White House aides said Mr Eis- his prepared speech. "Four years
it becomes effective.
local group join the state and
f?tekunen ROTC cadets beginning
enhower expected Nixon to be re- ago the American people w o n
The annual meeting of the Ken- national associations.
with the opening of the 1956-57
It was believed a certainty that Stassen, who is not
nominated. without fuss or feath- honest. highrninded capable govof
tucky
the
Conference
Methodist
h
t
that
projects
Numerous
be
will
text
new
A
school year.
be
would
given
convention
national
at this afternoon's convention ernment. We have it today and *e
ers,
the
to
delegate
Tuesday
with
a
here
church
opened
were
undertake
could
auxiliary
used for the course.
should 811 out and make sure el
session.
received
being
men
13
speaker.
speak.
the
Ohio
by
11.
to
outlined
aermission
Following Woraid War
keep it. That is a job for every
ministers.
as
connection
temporary
as
about
left
Scott,
Mrs. Gladys
State University was
American. in • this -election." nti
n
a
o
i
te
m
plunged
en
t
env
me
P411""L
.n
d
C
esi
i
Pr
"
Thr
included:
ministers
new
The
the
quoted
Stassen
on
as
him
haw*"
Ralph
told
Mr. Eisenhower
chairman, led a discussion
$8,000.000 in the will of
•
0,
with otsparent• relish into what: he _ Dewey threw back at BM DemoCharles W. Dean, Simpsonville; I future plans for the auxiliary
Mershon. class of 1890, who was
majority
the
is
that
now
cynvinced
he
that
his
morning
'tssalut's
called Si, "interesting" • game of Mats former President Virgil J. Fryman. Midway; Harold which was followed by the elec
one of the four founders of the
The course of study for Murray convention politics. Big nanies of attack on Adlai E. Stevenson list
of the delegatOt want Nixon end that Staled:es "saw nn
E Henson, Whitley City; Roy C. tion of the following officers:
"Ohip Flan." This, plan called
schools will be enrished by the the party, including National Com- week - before Stevenson won the
Hunt, Hillsboro; Edwin E. Pile;
President, Mrs. Edwin Larson, •eason to go further with hie' efforts" to seek another
for civilian miiitary training at
addition of two new deparements mittee Chairman Leonard W. Hall party's hothihatbon for president,
Eastwood; Charles T. Pinlcston, 1st vice-president and chairman 'al
10,)ici grant colleges that would
nominee.
president
rice
this year, Industrial
Arts for and Covivention Chairman Jasepti Hequqted ltelber pre- nieninatitet
William R. Wood, the Membership Committee, Mrs
qualify students for reserve com- Compbethibung.
Junior High and Ail fur the en- W. mama _Jr., were,invited to his estrameglite by:, one Democrat cln
Mount Olivet; Frank Donald Sal. Audrey Simmons; 2nd vcice-presi
missions upon successful comple' tire- systeli. •Robert
'
keavily s—gisaidSel suite in -iKe St. anieittifm`on, Lawrenceburg; Deinald J. Wel- dent and chairman of the program
tion. The purpose was to provide
teach Fran...is Hotel in a steady parade
will
Henry,
Tennessee
"Why if any Republic= said
Sewell Woodward
Williamsburg;
ch.
material
officer
Mrs.
of
Committee,
reserve
Hospitality
and
a trained
Household Mechanics and Indus- during the morning.
thom things tht Democrats wgWd
Charles R. Kuhn. James B. Whit Imes; secretary, Mrs. Harold
that would be available for the Jr..
trial Arts, Mr. Russell has a B.S.
cry ran the housetops that'we
Lexingthe
in
Yates,
place
a
sought
W.
James
Stassen
and
Stile
The
needed.
when
Ronald
Mrs.
Douglas; treasurer,
nation's defense
Degree from Murray State with parade but was told that there were campaigning from the gutthe ton.
Churchill.
Ohio Plan developed into
NEW YORK. Aug. 22 el —The
majcrs in the above field and was no chance of an appointment ter," Dewey said. "That we will
Corps
Training
Reserve Officer
Officers of other standing cone. announcement than-veteran Senamathematics.
not doo We wit Iefrie it to the
before this afternatin, if then.
Act Father Of -Nixon
mittces sleeted lad year' will -Mal amoliterbers 11._.._41,ftn of New
under tlet National Detente
Martha
MIKIS* IriKeni t9.441Pcsiao
Tho-4-1161.-4A-41spatsrase
is'.
• •
INC
tint* en-- ftlftellehas- oh*
of the art program cdfering elan had one inore string 'to his Mher• at whatever level they ind
Yost will
elsa
will. stipulated
their committees.
=Aid- -OH ted+iiysessete deit ,.
two dasses in high Memel- and bow, hcwever. He appealed to most appropriate."
income
t'ret onothalf the artnual
A delicious luncheon, beautifully that in:hided some of the biggest
devoting the rentalnder of the Martin for a chance to address the
Rep. Charles A. Halleck of In.
to
WHITTIER. Calif., Aug. 32 151 — prepared was served by the hosfrom his estate should beused
names in politics.
-.
time to elementary grades.
education. Frank M. Nixon, the father of
convention before the vice presi- diana, former House Reubiesan
further civilian military
pital dietician. Miss Mabel Harris
The 78-year-old Democratic senMrs. Charles Tolley. Mrs. Lula- dential balloting
Ohio Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
began. Martin floor leader, drew the honor of
By VANDAL WRATHER
The fund will be used by
and her dietary staff.
supported
strongly
ator,
bell Hodges and Mrs. Nellie Ruth wondered out loud w-hether Sias- placing Mr. Eisenhower's name in
who
conduct a is In critical condition from an
to
University
meet
to
voted
State
The members
Soil Conservation Service
Adlai Stevenson for a second presCaldwell have also been added to sen might be planning to "throw nomination. The delegates had to
to pre- arterial condition resulting in incow-se, August 20-31, 1986,
quarterly throughout the year on idential nomination, has been a
Earth moving contractors met the faculty. Mrs. Tolley will teach
ROTC terim' bleeding, his physician said
of
in the towel" on his dump Nixon sit through eight seconding speech
number
limited
pare a
the fourth Tuesday of the month. champion vote getter in New York in the Soil Conservation Service vocal, music filling the vacancy
of today.
teaching
But Stassen refused to es before they could give out tht
campaign.
the
for
instructors
The next meeting is scheduled
Office recently to study 'detail caused by Mrs. glila's resignation.
reveal in advance what he had in mighty roar that would renonore
The vice president rushed from for Tuesday, September 24 at 3 and beating him would have been
American military History.
of
specifications
conpermanent
Mrs. Hodges will teach a section mind.
ate Mr. E:sentiower by acclamil•
a titanic feat for the Republicans.
from the San
Republican
Francisco
Army ROTC instructore
the Conference Room at
tion.
The GOP had been reported try- servation practices receiving cost of the fifth grade at A. B. Austin
Includes Netional Convention this morning p.m. in
Second Army area, which
hospital.
the
share
from
Agricultural Conserva- School and Mrs. Caldwell a section
Block Stassen Threat
from to be at his father's bedside.
Roll Call Of States
ing to get former Gov. Thomas E.
lantucky, and an observer
the forthcomfor
program
The
tion Program and for which Soil of the sixth grade. Mrs. Lois
Some pro - Nixon delegations
The next business, according to
Armies, will
The elder Nixon, 77. the vice ing year will center around solun- Dewey or Atty. Gen. Herbert
the other continental
Brownell Jr. to run against Leh- Conservation Service is responsible Sparks is being added to the threatened to blo:k the appear- the official program, was to be a
president's *ether. was stricken
attend the 'course.
teer service projects in the hospi- man in its attempt to regain con- for technical phase of these prac- English Department of the high ance of Stassen who, as a non- roll call of the states to nominate
with what the
Representatives from the ROTC. about 7 am.
tices including:
Kentucky, family doctor :described as a "dis- tal.
School by transfer from the Aus- delegate. required unanimous con- vice laresidentiol candidates, foltrol of the Senate.
staff of the University of
All interested people in the area
1. Finding that the practice is tinS
so ma ry
sent to speak. But Nixon urged his lowed by balloting,
Eastern secting aneurysm of the aorta" in
mrSchool.
State Atty. Gen, Jacob K. Javits,
Western, Murray State and
served by Murray Hospital are
Rowlett Prewitt will supporters to let Stassen say his
This was the stage of the
a former U.S. representative, and needed on the farm.
the
abdomishattend
'will
'attend the meetings.
2. Site selection and layout work leash in the elementary school at piece.
proceedings at which Stassen asked
D. Jackson
is critical hivitsed to
Chairman Leonard
National
GOP
chndition
Jesse
Nixon's
"Mr.
Colonel
Lt.
A few individual delegates. like to speak.
Douglas.
E. Kimball and.obtually is a splitting of the
Hall also' were mentioned in hud- of practice.
and Captain George
Sen. William E. Jenner of Indiana,
White House News Secretary
and teach layers of the wall of an artery," Methodist Film
3. Necessary supervision of ill.
dles that followed Lehman's anMurray
represent
will
were still talking of objecting to a James C. Hagerty said Mr. Eiseie
History class said the physician. Who did not
arms_ BID5111515,
nouncement Tuesday that he would stailation.
Shown Here
Be
To
the American Military
Stassen appearance. But in the bower did not plan to visit the
4. Certification of performance.
withdraw from public life upon
wish his name to be used.
is fall.
WOBURN. Mass. te —Four-H noise and confusion of a COnV20- convention hall today, but would
The following earth moving con"The patient suffers excruciating -.Sold New Venture", a film de- expiration of his term this year.
Lehman gave the nod to New tractors wece represented at the club committeman Ed Foley said tion session in the vast Cow Pal- save his climactic appearance bepain as.the blood is forced through scribing the new Methodist Family
today he believes he has the an- ace, it would be easy enough for fore the delegates for Thursday
the layers of the vessels end Magaline will be shown in the York City Mayor Robert F. Wag- meeting:
White and Adams, Moody & swer for beating a plague of Jap- Chairman Martin to suffer a hear- evening when he delivers his
nothing can be done to relieve social hall of the Methodist Church ner as his favorite for the Demoon Friday night at 8:30 DST. This cratic nomination and also being'Company. Alexandria & Harding. anese betties. He -has arranged ing lapse on scattered "noes" and acceptance speech.
the damaged tissue," he said.
Instead. Mr. Eisenhower plunged
with a local theater for free passes gavel through permission for Stashas
were Rep. Ernanuel Joe Darnell, Puckett & Puckett.
ese things frequently termin- Li a subdistrict meeting for the mentioned
,H,olmes Ellis of Murray
into a busy schedule of conferences
T. D. Humphries, Area Engineer to every youngster who turns in sen to take the rostrum.
vice-president
fatally," the doctor said 'All ten charges in the Murray area. Cdller and Thomas K. Finletter,
e
a
named
been
The victory fever which seized with leading Republicans at his
Roads Coun- we can do is pray."
Chairmen of the various groups air secretary under former Persi- Soil Conservation Service, explain- a jar filled with 1,000 of the inthe Kentucky Better
sects. There's just one hitch: Foley the delegates upon Mr. Eisenhow- luxurious suite in the St. Francis
ed each practice specification.
The elder Nixon. at his own in the churches and all members dent Truman.
cil.
This is the second meeting of has to make sure the count is er's arrival from Washington on Hotel.
flimmed on personal request, was not hospital- of the Good Literature Corremittes! A host of lesser known state ofThe council was
Heading• the list of callers was
civic ized.
Tuesday night mounted steadily
type held inothe county this correct.
this
of
attend.
to
exexeccted
are
number
were
Parties
both
from
ficials
a
July 24 by
Republican National Chairman
equipment
informed
Well
push
year.
to
new
the
of
state
The
name
which
derby
the
the
enter
to
magazinelpected
etoanizations in
Leonard W. Hall. followed by Senproposedd 100
This is a will reach the finish line Sept. 10 operators are of great importance
for passage of the
Times will be "Together."
&
Ledger
ate Republican Leager William F.
And
Wife
Candidate
conservation
getting
in
The
the
farmers
to
at
issue
to
magazine
designed
new
brand
Albany
when both parties meet in
million dollar bond
Knowland and House GOP Leader
meet the needs of the church. to name candidates for the fall practices properly established in
November 6 election.
Joseph W •hiattin,_the eenyention
the
as efficient manner as Fossil:4e.
'lirfil
bon
undertaking
The Methodist church
election.
Approval of the
chairman.
More and more requests are
to get this ain the budgets of the,
voters would mean- Kentucky Weald
Others granted the coveted disbeing made for permanent sod
match federal
church for every family in the
have this money to
tinction of a private talk with the
waterways. Where this practice is
toads within
Officer, Mind Your Manners
Oh uncle
funds for conetructing
PreSident included Sen. Prescott
needed it should probably be the
18,000 miles
Rev. Walter Mischke,
4
the state. More than
Bush of Connecticut, chairman of
qualify for
RIVERSIDE, Calif. eel —Now it's first conservation practice estab*
is
s
d
Kentucky
Pari
the
of
etsperintendtnt
in
road
of
the Convention. Platform CommitFederal Aid
a police chief who has been warn- lished on the farm.
new
meetthe
in
of
be
voil
charge
trict
the
under
aid
tee; _Anther Nelson, candidate for
These ars the reporters cover- ing.
Johnny Parker just finished three
ed to improve his manners and
h,ghway act.
governor of Minnesota, Sere Thos,
Robert soxl waterways in one field.
ing the political conventions for
Chief
rules.
traffic
his
study
•
H. Kuchel of California; Gov J.
BUNGLES BEER SWAP
Ames Burkeen now in Coshocthe Ledger & TM= and yew
warnthus
was
CAMPAIGNER
Cabason
of
Morton
-SIGN
ANTI
Hugo Aronson of Montana and
convicted Friday ton, Ohio, at Soil and Water
being
after
ed
JACKSON. Miss. di! — James
Mayor Albert E. Cobo of Detroit,
,Experiment Station
I
City
Conservation
a
at
language
—
abusive
EWALD
V
hurling
WILLIAM
of
Al..
MONTGOMERY,
Jones, 19, was arrested by police'
candidate for governor of MichiShrader
motorist and his wife after they taking a three weeks course to
Traffic mrtieneer
gan.
- born William Ewald in a restaurant as he tried to
and
crops,
Brooklyn
use,
land
water,
half
study
"about
Morby
turn
illegal
protested an
would like to remove
way to swap the two cases of warm beer
as
signs in town." followed a roundabout
ton's patrol car that forced them erosion on individual fields
Crowd At Airport
resanother
from
stolen
had
of the 2,700 traffic
he
United
well as on entire watershed.
affect slublic begin his career with the
The presidential plane eased into
He says it would. not
taurant for two cases of cool beer. off the road.
course
York.
His
New
Research
Stain
Press
Consereation
The
claim*
the San Francisco Airport at 8:52
safety one bit. Shracter
tion ,at Coshocton is used by
'suffering from carried him to Europe. for two
p.m. Tuesday nght. Mr. Eisenhower,
eity drives are
in
service
of
years
a
Service
as
ha
Y
a
Conservation
and
traffic
Soil
apparently enpoying the role of
"signoitiet and that most
Unithe
to
and
infantry.
employed
newly
for
US.
the
center
training
'peed
politician, had his campaign snele
Aegis, including nurneroes
technicians in latest methods of
confuse and versity of Missouri to study journready to flash at the huge crowd
Emit markers, just
Thereafter
alien.
nominee.
conservation terming.
SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 22 SP —
motorist.
at the airport and again at CIS
orritate the average
he reached Man- Program of the Republican National
Appointment of committee to
math of humanity in Union Square
president.
found
and
for
notify nominee
bitten
Convention:
front of his hotel.
WEATHER
in
to
committee
Appointment of
an •opening in
Today (8:36 p.m. EDT)
interesting a place to stay
"Too
presivice
UP's radio news
REPORT
Election of Republican National notify nominee for
away from." quipped the President
Growers
Tobacco
dent.
staff in 1964, to Convention.
in explanation of his decision to
write
general
Thursday (6:30 p.m. EDT)
By UNITED PRESS
Address by former Gov. Thomas
some here a day esol.er than he
By UNITED PRESS
news, sports and E. Dewey of New York.
Introductions of representatives
Smithy:est Kentucky — Fair and
had origtnally ',tanned.
PREalDENT AND MRS. EISENHOWER, relaxed
Western, south central, central,
features, most
Roll call of states for presidential and senators.
warmer today, tonight and ThursNixon was on hand to welcome
Kentucky
southeast
and
northeast
Wright
low
one
to
notably
on
Os,
committee
of
low
Appointment
Presbyterian
nominations.
and confident, leave the National
day. High in
the President and so was the
will conweather
drying
—good
in
Thuesday
"On
nominee
e
h
t
music,
to
High
presidential
Limited
escort
50s.
vice
' Seconding speeches.
is upper
convention host Gov Goodwin J.
tinue with the relative humidity
Church in Washington while their fellow-Republi- 'Knight of Californta Stamen was
illocord,"
whith eight
to the speakers' platform.
midWiden lest/ ln 1991 won the DeBoting for presidential nomi- Address by vice residential reaching a low of 35 per cent
there, too, and received a warm
cans stream across the continent to Sin Francisco.
ternoeraturee Aanstiten Disc Jockeys Society's nation.
both this afternoon and Thursday
nominee.
Some 5:30 •.m.
handshake and hello from Mr.
humidity
tonight
afternoon.
Highest
1110wlitig
to
award,. In ION Ewald turned to
Appointment of conun ittee
Louisville 51, Peducish 50.
Roll oall of states for nomination
Convention yesterday
the
Eisenhower. But that was all.
to.
Republican
flew
Ike
of
Ventilators
cent.
about
90
tondos
per
escort nominee for president 10
Riling a. special column for UP. of vice president
Green 51, Lextrtgoxi NI,
WOO Me Eisenhower. the Pee,burley burns thould be openeT
news
television and radio
with acceptance speech ready for delivery.
Elusandiesig iposolasa Limited to the speaker's platform.
RI, Covington 52 and IREPErrille on
,dent rode in his bubble-topped
a.m.
9
or
.1
by
both
mornings
which has becionie widely and InAddress by presidential nomi51.
(Continued en Page Two
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THE LEDGER & TIMES !Indians Back In Pennant Race I
Herb Score's Pitching

VIILISIIED BY LRIHIER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc, sete,•i•
reolfrelon of the Murray Li•dger The Calloway Times, and The
ow-Herald, October 20, 1928. Jed the West Kentuckian. Jantuery W I 11
1642
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AUGUST 22, 1956

Clasidfiedi

SPORTS PARADE

•

Ev OSCAR FRALEY
United Pres Alpert& Writs

Read The
Business Climate Conference iimmomm
omi
Will Be Held In Paducah
MURRAY'

lrettan.s eget back in the pennant
gearless'
NLW YORK ,tri
By JOHN tilting
race.
Fraley e facts and Linos:
United Preis Sparta Writer
e reserve the night to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Edits:
Duke' Siiider of the Brouklyn
planol-thruo tog Herb Serie ehi f• That was the claim made today
Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the heal ajdnuttedly "terneed' the preud L by Tribe Manager Al Lopes alien Dodgers wes prectically shinned
tereet of out leaden&
best the dust settled from Score's two- alive when he wer a niagazine
New York Yankees in his
Tuesday init. 11-strikeout triumph over the allele admitting that he playa
a
pitching petferarince
.TIONAL
REPRFsw-NTAT1TO• WALLACE WITMER CO.. LOB ever
woli-sne series. basebeil for money and yet it
cocky Cleveland gpener of a
has
put. the
Lunn, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New Yerk, 307 N. Midfield. Mghl•
Lopez said the near•clonic was AS on,Iona that he ass merely
•, Chicago, 80 Botyston Sc, Boston.
just the tonic "to give the team sounding the general senument
the lift it needed arrautig the majority of major
oared at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transinlasion as
Score. major league striker:let leaguers
Second Class Matter
king. never thred harder as he
Boating this i tut ts anartlser
ter seven article. tees erre by V. trite "-Sox
held the Yankeee
tIBSCRIPTION RAM: By Carrier in Murray • per week 20c7per
lull innings. Elston Howard's clean Pitcher felly Pierce-. in which the
teeth 15c. In Calloway and adjo.n.ng coUntam, per year KL.50; eke- I
re, $3.30
double to open the e ghth and Chicago southpaw says that tte
Mickey Mantles "Baluniure chop" seta a begger kick out of Dowling
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'single in the nirah ate.: the unly than he does planing under the
hats he allowed.
1,4 top.
-Billy Martin rwho struck out
'Bait-ball is a game only to the
GOOD KEYNOTE SPEECH
Moo times' was the only batter Sans,' Pierce writes. "To the men
•
a heel,
whe wa.sn't area d of Sicore,e Who play it, it's a job
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the others were
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says the "keynote" speech delivered by Governor
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climate.
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is
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Business
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Which brings to mind a recent
krthur Langlie of Washington at the Republican convenBest Game Leer Pitched
charge by Eddie Sawyer, former tatives in the Puohase have been tive vice-president of the Kentucion at San Francisco Monday night was a good defense
no ran his strikeout manager of tile Pr..11tes, that the invited to a business climate con- ky Retail Lumber Dealers AssociaScore
W. L. Pet GB total to 199 for the year wth players today -don't play baseball ference and business seminar ses- tion and lives at Lebanon. Watkins
,gainst the 'indictment" of the Eisenhower Administra- 1
72 45 615
this pc, fort/satire. said it was "the Sot run anytritWe but only for the sions at Paducah on September 10 is a native of Benton and is former
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68 47 591 3
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big salaries they can command". sponsored by Assaiated Industries editor and co-owner &elle Benton
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WA Dune Democrat, sod also a
62 50 580 4
Lopes aid The Indians. who Apoketies of a sort would seem of Kentucky.
We think it was a good defense, that is if one 181 Cincineati
Seminars will be conducted en former employee of the Ledger
58 50 498 14
Stubbornly insist that they aren't in order to Snider.
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•
teeded. We don't think it was a speech that will stir up Philadelphia
55 60 478 16
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licked yet aattioush they sUll trail
51 67 432 21ei by 7'., &aloe. took Score's triumph getting ready to whip out their Gutwein. induatrial relation* connuch enthusiasm, and at this time the Republicans need , Pittsburgh
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;Thomas A.
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make much of a hit by his slight reference to President
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key while
New York ..t Milwaukee
bower vote.
football Giants isn't blase
three games by sweeping both York
Bro, Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph on vacation. They visited the R D.
can t blame Min for
The American people proved when they elected the I Pettaburgh at Cincinnati
ends of a day-night twin bill but yeu
Unaffected by most events Gallimore. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Keys, Ancil Wicker, Othel Paschall,
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late Frankin D. Roosevelt for the fourth term that they
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talk
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feed
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first
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Fletcher. Mr. and Mrs. Nathaeial the home of Mrs. Jack Key with
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'
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—
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Since ,then. anything that happens
Mr. and Mrs. R, D. Key, Mr. A sandwich plate with cookies
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Brooklyn Dodgers a 2-1 victory at seems normal,"
.. 77 42 .047
and Mrs. Warren Sykes and Susan, and cold drinks were served to
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for
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supper
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The Langhe speech will appeal to folks who vote Kansas City
on Ted Klusesewskie 32nd homer,
Mrs Oman Paschall spent ThursMr. and Mrs. R. D. Key vivited
according to reason and logic—those who care less for
to beat Pittsburgn, 7-4. Ft _ink bmou.slne to his hotel. He left a
family day wth Mrs. Glynn Orr.
Yesterdari Gaines
:Ftolainson and Gus Bell also him- crowd chanteng, -we want Ike" at I.1e. Iva Paschall and
"party loyalty" than they do good government, while
the airpet and found another
',ered for the Redlegs.
the Ciernent speech will sway millions who act on emo-'Cleveland 3 New York 0
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other games. Bob
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a bigger role Baltimore 4 Kansas City 3
The second man
'the Baltimore Orioles a 4-3 a',n I Hagerty to ask if a presidential
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over Kansas City. which sultered ; statement on the vice presidential
to what we said before Senator Estes Kefauver Was chosloss in the last 18 games; nommation could be expected.
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snapping the Senators' four-gelne dated fully. ar.d he knew of no
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leagerty noted that the President,
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Detroit at Washington. rught
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The Republican convention took on new life when Kansas City, at. Baltimore, night 1 game was rained out and reached- At the same ttne, however, he
!Wed as part of a cLay-night twin said he would be -happy" to have
'resident Eisenhower arrived in San Francisco, but Cleveland at New York
Nixon on the ticket again.
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great blessing for so many people to be able to look in
on the two conventions. It makes us proud of our form
of government, whether we are Democrats or Republicans.

IN MOTOR TRANSPORT

10 Years Ago This-Week

aie•Ne
LEADS THA WAY

Ledger and Times File
J. R. Story, vice-president of Murray Training School
F.F.A. Chapter. was elected .state treasurer at the F.F.A.
convention heldsin Louisville from August 14 through 16.
0.E.S.. celebrated
Murray Star Chapter So.
tenthtanniversary Tuesday evening with a lovely party
which was given at the Woman's Club House:
Miss Louise Thurnan and Hay L. Higgins were united
in marriage, Saturday afternoon at the home of the officiating minister, Res941. A. Riggs.
• Mrs. Elbert Edward Trent was the recipient of man
lovely gifts at a stork shower Saturday afternoon. Julyy.
3, at the home of her mother, Mrs. Raymond R. Perry.
-The United States srved a 48-hour ultimatum on
Yugoslavia last night (Aug. 21) to release American air
travellers shot down .by Yugoslav fighters or rage "appropriate action" by the United Nations Security Council.
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The facts speak for themselves.
This new GMC-250-8 has 180 V8
horsepower standard. No other
truck in its class comes even close.

eheir wee of fertilizer since the end
of *odd War II, because they
reeeze that, 1. Plant food As a
Boost Use Of
high peying investment that can
Fertilizer
return $3 and more for every
--- dollar spent: 2. Fertilizer can help
farmeee
helped
Cirlloway• County
l-armers meet the cost
price
bast Kentucky's fertilizer , con- sql.it-eZe by
cutting the cost of
sumption to a neiewide total err
producting crops .nd iron-seine
519.143 tons in 1965, reports tee,
net income per acne 3 Plant email.
&fiddle West Soil Improvement
teernwoik with other soilbuilda
Committee, in summarizing statislag practices. maintains the land
tics coenpiled by the University of
at high crap-yielding levels .
Kentucky.
Among the most .popular -fertili'JACK -IS -A-SW -JIM- t - A
zer ratios in use on Kentucky
se Goon
1150Y- TetEvfarms last year with 73..296 tons
END5
in:ludes
rata).
*hob
was the 1-4-4
easePeet"
fert.:.zer grades stf.h as 3-12-12.

Calloway

The extra power delivers 276 footpounds of truck -propelling torque.
Over-the-road truckers call it"guts"
- and this GMC's got up to 33%
more than the others.

Farmers

..,,

4-16-16 and
shonv.

5-20k99. the stat,"iri

have

stepped

GMC has MOO lb. front axles and
7200 lb. rear - unsurpassed in its
weight-bracket. It has extra-size
brakes and springs.
Add it all up and you can see what
GMC Blue Chip stamina litany
means. Especially when you team ft
with a GMC's dependable performance and Hydra-Matics savings.
For here's a truck that not only
delivers the goods at lowest cost hut keeps delivering long after an
ordinary truck would have faded
out. Come in and talk it over!

Ws at the top of the heap in framestrength, too. There's as much as
1.0-- more "muscle" in its chassis
than in comparable trucks.
And there's more. For this rugged
See us, too, for

*Optrottal at extra ermt

TriOotioliosei used

fruclei

Main 4treet Motors

.1%
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readings were Pickwick Dam 1.79
!aches; Chtrizablattga Dion 2.13

inches;
,riches.

and

Wheeler

Dam

2.49

Rtosoff at Chattanooga was 1.06
inches, somewhat under the lung
time average of 1 35 inches, runoff
The Atomic Energy Commission tunnel experiments, end 40 other at Kentucky Dam was 74 Inch,
ATTRACTIVE 4 ROOM furnished
compared
with
the king-range
apartment. Very desirable for a used 56 per cent of all electaierty federal defense establishments.
A brerakcienvei of remaining fiscal average of 1.12 inches.
lady or Frau-tied couple without sold by TVA during the fiscal
chtlsiren. Near college. Ph. 422-W. year encimg June 30 in its plants 1956 sales follow:
Runoff at both Chattanooga and
A25P at 0011 Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah,
Muzacipalihes and cooperatives Kentucky
[him for the first seven
Ky., TVA sant today Total TVA distributing TVA power
purchased months of the year
now is below
sates during the year *ere 53.8 15.5 billion kWh, up 14 per cent
the lung-rwige aeerage for those
TWO, 2 room unternisned apart- billion kilowatt-hows, of
which over the 13.6 billion kwh purchased
months.
ments. 1 furnished sleeping room. ?the AEC took 302 billion kwh.
in fiscal 1955.
Steam heat. Available immediateTwo
nall private companies
Total TVA sales were up 28
An estimated 1.437300 visits were
A23C
ly. R. W. Churchill. Ph. 7
FIVE BEDROOM, two-story house
purchasing TVA power for resale
per cent over the 42 billion kwh
made to TVA darns and steam
on 96 X 195 lot. 21,e
baths. la
at
TVA
rates
took
36
FOR SALII,
million kwh, plants in
NOTICE
sales of fiscal year 1955.
July. 75,00 more than
college. Call 1802
up 17 per cent over a year
J blocks from
UPSTAIRS APARTII&ENT or will
an July of 1955. TVA said today.
The expansion is the use of
appoint'after
by
p.m.
5:30
Shown
ago.
rent for business location such as
A BEAUTIFUL modern three bedFor the first m on th this year
MONUMENTS
TVA power by the Nation's atomic
AMC
ment only.
Direct industrial sales were 7.2
room brick. nioe garage and utiliFontana Dam led the list with
Murray Matble and Granite Works beeuty shop. Available in Sept. defense plants- is the culmination billion
kwh, up 20 per cent over
A23C
ty room. located near the college.
an ectirnated 260,000; KentockY
builders of fine ntentorials for °rev Phone 189
of a huge AEC prograrn under- 1955
sales of 6 billion kali
Will sell or trade for a smaller A MODERN home, full basement, halt centuy. Porter White, ManaDam
was second with 257.000;
taken with the start of the Korean
Interdevisional TVA use was 559 Norris Darn was
house. This is a lovely home, has furnace heat, two car garage, two ger. Phone' 121.
SUIC 2 BEDROOM downstairs apart- War in 1950. In flees' 1951, TVA
third with 181,800.
million
97
kviti,
million
under
the
Iota
niae
.shrubbery,
beautiful
Iota,
a beautiful fireplace, a large lot,
ment Available Sept. 1. Furnace supplied only 2.2 billion kWh to
1955
use.
Others.
Darn 126,Chickamauga
the
near
Located
shade
of
trees.
size 100 feet by 200 feet. Tucker
HOUSE FOR RIM. Furniture for or gas heat Call 738-M-2 before federal defense agencies (mainly
The total input into the TVA 000; Fort Loudoun Darn 91.900;
Real Estate Agency, 502 Maple St., high school. Will sell at a sacri- sale. 508 Vine Street.
&24P 12 o'clock or after 4.30 p.m. A23C AE:.: at Oak ledge:, representing System during the year was
59.6 picieveide (Landing Dern
79lita';
A22C fice, owner leaving town. Tucker
Murray, _Ky., Phone 483.
13 per cent of TVA stiles. Sales billion kvat This included
net Douglas Dam 66.500; Cherokee
Real Estate Agency, 502 Maple St..
to these agencies in 1956 amounted generation of the system of 57.5 Dam 55,000; Watts
class
first
material
Bar
Dam 42,700;
MiaC monrwurrs
Murray, Ky., Phone 483.
to 30.5 billion kwh (including the billion kwh, plus 2.1 billion kwh South Holston Dam 41,300; Gunt1723 R.P.M. single phase
granite and marble, large selection
billion
to
per
40
30.2
a
motor. Exchange Furni. A Debt, 5 room house and two
AEC!,
electric
received from neighboring systems. ersville Darn 41,100, irtoone Darn
styles, sizes. Call 86, home phone
I
tux*, 3rd & Maple Phone 817.
,
beautiful lots. Located in Hazel 526. See at Calloway Monument ItECEPTIONEST, part-tulle, rhouki cent increase 4rAer 11955. TVA The total input of 59.6 billion is 34,500; Watauga Dam 3,3,400; Fort
AP near the Church of Christ buildthe furnishes at least half the power accounted for through sales of
meet
and
type
to
how
know
Patrick Henry Dam 28,500; Wilson
Works, Vagter Orr, owner. Weft
.i .
ing. This lovely home a conven- &fain St., near caillege.
S22C public well Needed for evening required by all AEC defense -plants 53.8 tallion, cielivenes to the Alu- Darn 18,200; Kingston Steam Plant
•A GOOD SIX room rouse. Located
'
pan.
9
in
United
the
States.
to
5
on
switchboard
duty
iently located I o r high school,
.minum Company of America under 18,100; Wheeler Dam 12,500; Hales
on hard surface street with sewer In addition to AEC, TVA supplies the Fontana Agreement, of 1.8 Sr Dam 10,400; Hiwassee "'Dam
chwehes and stores. Owners will SINGER SIEV/ING machine repre- on Tuesday. Thursday and Sunday
5(5. near the college. $4500 Imreon
pm.
5
Murray. For salsa nights also 7 am. to
power to the guided missile
sacritice for $5,000. Reason for sentative in
billion, transmission losses of 2.5 6,200; Widows Creek Steam Plant
Tuek er Real
'anediate possession
selling, moving from Hazel. Tucker service, repair c.)ntaet Leon natl. Saturdays, 21 hours p e r week. !march center at Redstone Arsenal, billion, and deliveries to private 3,400; John Sevier Steam Plant
Estate Agency, 502 Maple Street,
ITC 'Ideal job for college student. Job Huntsville, Ala., to the Arnold companies under interchange agree- 3,000; Gallatin Steam Plant 2,800;
Real Estate Agency, 502 Maple St., 1817 Farmer. Ph, 1622-M.
A22C
Murray, Ky., Phone 483.
open Step. 18 until Nov. 15. 85c Engineering Development Center, ments of 1.5 billfon
A.E3C
Murray, Ky Phone 483.
Plant 2.600;
Johnson v I le Steam
SPECtALTY Wall and Rug De- per howA0917 nowin parson Tullahoma, Te-rin . where the Air
Colbert Steam Plant 1,600; Shawnee
F011giSALE - INAURANCE. see
L.
Jesse
Call
Company.
terger
duplex Perfectly
Faroe conducts its super-sonic wind
at Murray HospitaL
Rainfall within the Tennessee Steam Plant 200.
Claude L. Miller for all of your A REAL GOOD
or Murfor school, Tucker, Elitaey, By., Igtik)
4,46
measured
Valley in July
insurance needs. Estimates given located on Poplar St.
ANC
ray 25.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
inches, compared with a 65-year
OffHe over churches and business dist:art. This
without obligation.
BRAZILIAN ELECTION CROP
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
inaverage of 4.93 inches. TVA said
Stubblefield Drug. Phoncs 758 and lovely place will provide an
WOULD YOU LIKE to become a 1
2GIO GIQ TROMM
today. East of Chattanooga the
beautition? Contact
A2212 come as well as a lovely home. professional.)
a-Three-toed
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AC ROSS
OUTOUM AOW.AF.i
sloth
Only a1500. Tucker Real Estate Ezell Beauty School for informaftal was 5.39 inches, slightly above
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7-Free
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13-Awakened
Ray Crump at Stella.
Ky. Phone 483.
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PIATN06. Complete line new and
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house-work. Everything including
41-Turf
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year, it was announced Monday.
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aaighast rainfall was recorded
41-Afternoon
19-Chart
525C
,JUPRE3 GIME .1f2
., Murray, Ky.
nut
Perk
West
the
(abbr.)
on
Dam
Thorpe
LOST: Red bane hound. Owner's No clothes washing or cooking.
21-Greek
at
AM UWOURRIJ AU
4
11 401
6
marketplace
good work. Call 1100.
I 33-Command
of the Tuckasegee River, N. C.,
W40AUMI GUUNAU
GOOD PRACTICE PIANO. Phone name on collar Notify John Henry, Must do
to
A25NC
gods
-Roman
52
EOU
A24P
Murray.
horse
UP
GIUMOU
(an Alcoa dens), where 9.08 inches
A2413 102 Spruce St.,
778-M.
of
use
et-Granted
24-Chief
fell. Watauga Dam 7.24 inches;
fa-Number
Memphis god
2-8p1n
57-Wessel like
if-Before
and Cheoab Dam on the Little
11-631ntrol
gold
for
animal
27-Poker stake
4-1,,and of tha
Tennessee River 7.22 inches. Lowesi
62-Binders
35-An titollne
Pre. (mnit.)
DOWN
30-Rely on
5-Tableland
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'To have a woman to look after
his girls and show them ink
things they ought to know, and
teach them a bit of schooling
along with the rest. Their mother
made colt so that they can read
End etpaer a hit,. bat thMa nal
much. Mb place is only a couple
demic among the Indiana right of miles from the feet,. too, and"
now might be a biesaing in dis- about three from town, which hat
guise. U it wiped out half of Its good points. We'll stop there
them, those who survived would on the way.'
They had left the stunted-tree
be too weak to think about wan
ring on the whites. On the other- country behind, were back on the
hand, a man couldn't knowingly flatter prairie again, though occondone such a thing-and a casional hills lifted or thrust a
plague, once it gets started, is sharp shoulder petulimUy uptirelike a fire. When it's out of con- ward. The ponies kept up a

how would he get it In the first
sTN0P81111
In Wile West days. Nardi= Mill place 7" Narcissa asked.
is to Coyote
traveled by stag
"That's what I wish I kneel."
Creek. in northeaster Montana, to
marry Emil Jacobsen. One passenger He smiled wryly as he took hls
to
became obnoxious. in his attentions
beside her.
her-Dolt Kinney. He bragged of seat
being the richest and most powerful /14 'There are always so many
terrItorr. and tobi her to questions, and It's hard to Ithow
tes
man lisce
sail worry alma Harjilt J
the answers. For instarice, an epiound

at

`V

is

ise
Wh r. Erd
itle
Illt
d off MAW. When
wee
stopped at Coyote
yr
not waiting for bar.
,. feller Ma t show sp."
_.,...
lei
. -When you cissilse your
to
tw. whir
me know." The
visit a pick Indlase offers Warelass •
ride to Zmil's cabin. They end Wmthe
Oa
snurdered only minutes Maim
way they beard a horseniantientne
swiftly but keeping out of sight.
To be able to take Nareissa with
him when he visits the sick Indian,
who may have smallpox. Dr. Eklund trol, it can burn your own house less pace. Suddenly the doctor
preparas to vaccinate her.
exclaimed, contritely:
down."
•

v

VA
rs

59
AM

Ilia

"atient:s physical stamina should
carry him through. Wrapped in a

red-striped blanket, Plenty Horses
lay stretched on the bunk, tossing feverishly.
There was an old water bucket,
and Eklund filled that from -the
creek which was dome at hand.
The sick man drank thirstily, and
the doctor did what he could. He
was thoughtful as he returned to
the buggy.
"He's got smallpox, all right."
ae reported. "And there's only
one good thing about it. He's off
here, by himself, and so Dr as I
know, he's been by himself for
quite a while. Maybe it's an isolated case, that we calthasigtirom
spreading."
''But if he's beim by himself,

Narciaata.

She didn't ask how far out
from town it was, or other questions. She considered Soberly for
a moment and seemed to accept
his judgment.

Peggy and Patty."
Tom Armington
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was a big
man, his hair iron-gray, with a
broad sweep of mustache. The
odor of middle and stable clung
"If you think that Mr. Arming. to him, but Narcissi liked him
ton would care to hire Me, it instantly, and his 01911 halfstartled appraisal of her seemed

"Tom% be the tlekledest mania acven states," he attiated her.

(Sterling Lindner Davis,
Cleveland)

• DOING V

"Sties fresh Out from Indiana,"
he exphdned, as they moved toward the holige. "Came out to
marry Emil Jagobeen. I was going out that Why, and she rode
with me. WO found Erna deadshot," he sated bluntly.
Armingioir exclaimed at the
news, and Maw open the door
for them to enter. The light from
madel
a coal-oil
the big
room cheerful.klund introduced
them fonhally.
"Miss Narcissi' Hull, Tom. Mr.
• "The girls would love you. And
she needs a
Mince
it
Arrniugton.
might
under the circumstances,
good job, I thought right off of
be a good job."'

sound§ Proin.41PAL" ificUltree‘:

-

NhydcY --WHAT ARE
YOU

be changed, of course. They've star. "Somebodrs still up."
Narcissa watched With increasbeen already, without consulting
nearer.
you. Do you have anything in ing interest as they came
she decided, must be one
This,
mind 7"
at the big ranches she had heard
"That's what I've been wonderThe house lookedecaMititartirg," Narciasa confessed. "I don't
; It was littlit.Of loge, as was
know what to do, and that's the the barn and the pot. correds.
truth. I suppose I could marry Two or three other squat buildMr. Kinney"-she smiled briefly inp were harder to define in the
-"but it's not a pleasing prosgloom.
pect. I can't return to Indiana"Soddies," Illkitmd explained.
that's out of the question. lam "He lived in one of them for a
strong, though, and willing to' while, he told me, then hauled
work, if there's anything -I can
logs doWn from the mountains,
find to do."
as old-timer In this country,
"I was thinking about that,"
Tom Is,Veen her kilt a dozen
tie said. "And I think I laws the
yea% lied just =MVO Uth Boma
right place for you, if you IBM whew his wife dad.Brakes hard up
it. Tom Annington's wife died vette bad, for he'd built it for
about three years ago. Since then lime
he's been trying to bring up two
Mb galAME the taint up, mind
dattliters, and he's having rather Ms Voicuto a hi& A door opened,
a tough time, I guess. He con- Mad,a strong MOW came back.
fessed to me, just the other day,
"That you. Doe? What you dothat he was afraid they'd grow
this WIWI
night, When honup more like wild Indiana than ing
est men should * abed?"
ladies.
"Stone as you, I guess, Torn,*
"Peggy is nine, and Patty's Eklund returned. "I've brought
They're
sweet
eleven.
kids-but you a housekeeper.' He jumped
they do need a woman to look down, after winding the reins
after them. Tom hex tried to around the Whip, turned to assist
keep a housekeeper on the ranch,
but its pretty lonely, and those
who would stay, he wouldn't have
around. One was a • taanagire
woman who chewed snuff and
cussed and aimed to marry him,
and he told me he could maybe
put up with her, but he sure
doubted her influence on his girls,
so that didn't work out. Mostly
Tom and the girls have got along
as best they could, with High
Low, the Chinese cook, to look
after the house.

INF MOW /11.=. 11,•0.010. /M.

511-laxperieneed
/7-Cloal
IS-Dealer
25-European
finch (PI.)
St-Barter
42-Cooled lava
45-Secluded valley
46-Edible fish
SS-Southern
blackbird
al-Damp
64-Part of "to be"
sc-Brother of Odin

of bankers gray. The pin-stripe
shirt With rounded eyelet collar,
and the striped repp tie carry
out the popular 'Ivy Leaguff
theme.

NANtT

"You must be all played outcoming all that way by train and
then jolting in that stage a couple of days, and this trip on top
of it."
"I'd kind of forgetten about
to urge the horses to a trot
Narcissi& obeyed, disclosing a' reins
myself," Nat-aline confeseed. "But
again.
rounded white arm which caused
"They need to go together," he you've been on the go pretty
the color to come to her cheeks,
said. "Otherwise, what a doctor steady yourself."
but he, as a doctor, had probably
"That's a doctor's job; I'm used
sees. would get a man down. lebt
seen plenty of naked limbs beto H. We'll moon crane to the
either
way,"
much,
too
I'm
that
comwas
fore, she reflected. lie
pin
Abruptly he changed the subject. ranch." He pointed to a tiny
pletely impersonal as he rubbed
it's none of my busi- point of light which at first she
"Perhaps
pad,
moist
a
with
arm
her
ness, but yom plans will have to had mistaken for a low-hanging
mratched with a needle, and

"You seem to be something of
CHAPTER 4
a philosopher, as well as a doci:(OLL UP your sleeve, above tor," Narcissa retorted unex'
the elacrw," Eklund told her. pectedly.
He smiled gravely, shook the
"It'll only take a minute."

Sodded.
"'Mat does it," he said. "You're
vaccinated. It may be a little sore
for two or three days-but you'll
be safe from getting any worse.
To be on the safe side, you stay
here and look after the team
while I, make my call. There's
Plenty Horses' cabin."
He indicated it, back among
the trees. The girl gathered up
the reins, and he alighted, but
Star question held surprise.
'"I thought Indians lived in
tents, or something, not houses!"
"Mostly they like tepee'," ha
agreed, "But Flinty Horses is a
lone wolf. He wanders around by
himself, with hot even a squaw.
Some white man built this shack,
and abandoned It, so Plenty
Horses made himself at home."
He walked to the cabin, which
was in an advanced state of disrepair, the one window a yawnisg cavity, the door sagging. talkie it Was worse, but the sick
man had not been hard to please.
Eklund had come upon him beside the road, three days before,
and had recognized at once that
the man was not welL
Now, despite the poorness of
the light, it required only a quick
look to convince him that his drat
fears had been correct. It wig too
late for the vaccine here, too late
for much of anything, unless the

SZ

6-Proverbs
7-Brilliance
II-incarnation
or Vishnu
9-Slamese coin
10-.-Symbol for
tellurium
11-Puts in
12-"Thoroughfare
-Equality
20-,
22--Conjumition
27-African
antelope
25-Fertiliser
27-Sign of zodiac
29-Smal/ rug
20-Thick, black
substance
53--Spechnen
itiMbouake

COLLIXI1C- Stuart Gardner IS
ready to return to the campus Ile
his Ivy League three-button suit
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 7634
.Miss Ann Davenport intermediateClass
Honored At Shower ,Of Flint Baptist
At Shrader Home :Church has Picnic
Miss Ann Davenport. br.de-eleet
of Hubert Barrow. was honored
with a nuscellaneoves shower given
on Saturday, August 18. at seven
o'clock in the evening at the home
of Mass Myra Jo Shrader.
The hostesses for the prenupt.al
event were Miss Shrader. Mrs
Jerry L,avendar, and Miss Rose
Anna Thomas.
The honoree chose to wear .for
the occasion a lovely navy blue
cotton frock and her hostesses' gift
corsage was of yellow carnations.
Games were played with Mrs.
Frank Pool and Jibs. Art Laven
dar being the .
reellpients of the
prizes.
Refreshments were served from
the Leo table overlaid with white
and green cloth and centered with
a beautiful 3srangernent of yellow
chrysanthemums in a green bowl.
Those present and sending gifts
were Mrs Raymond Ligirang, Mrs.
Art Lavender, Mrs. Maa Farris,
Mrs. Hubert Dowdy. Mrs. Beate
Davenport, Mrs. Henry Barrow,
Mrs. Oliver Barnett. Mrs. Frank
Pool, Mrs. Minnie BeU Shrader,
Miss June Shrades. Mrs. Wayne
Darnell, Mrs. Haltom Story, Mini
Ray Story. Mrs. Patsy Hahhen.S.
the honoree, and the hostesses.
• • • 6

STOLEN GOODS RETURNED
LOS ANGELES 111+ — Anita
Stark had only land words today
for a mysterious burglar. Her
borne las burglarized Sunday night
Ed some 81.900 in personal erns
• cash. But Monday raght. while
taking a Lath. Miss Stark heard
o commotion on the porch. She
investigated and found that all
ithe items stolen. including a silver
fox coat, had been stacked neatly
Otilatde her door

Club News
Weddings

Activities
Locals

Y.

The Intermediate Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Chanch
Mande
met at the City Park
--Y
evening.. August 13, for a picnic.
Ryan Graham.
e
ollott.
class. gave the dea
tear
vahon
er. F
ur
ing refreshments of .sandwiches,
drinks, and watermelon. the group
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lester Hen.
enjoyed a skating party.
don, 106 South Fourteenth Street.
Those presets raver' Misses Doris are the parents of a daughter,
Graham. Anna Hopkins. Jean atunarn, weigtu
eight pounds
Graham Ola Mae Burkeen. Ila time. ounce& bn rtia the Murray
Mae Hopkins, Brenda Johnston. Hospital Thu rstay. August 9.
• • • •
Norma Elkins Wanda Taylor. Fannie Scott. Glenda Elkins. a ri d
A son. Charles Anthony. weighDoris Waggutirton; Charles Byers, ing Seven pounds .14 ounces. was
Marshall Gilliam Charles Raters,
Billy Gillian, Jerry Grattan:. Edd
Walston. Pat Brittian. Jerry Roberts. Mr. and Mrs Ryan Graham
and son. Dated.
• • • •

By DON LOPER
Written For The United Press
born 'fliallin.-1-arn
Charles R. TfOLLYWOOD aft — The other
tang member of European
Raymond of Benton oE Thursday. day a vasi
royalty dropped in at my Beverly
August 9, at the Murray Hospital. Hills. Salon, and after she wrote
• • • •
tout a delightfully fat check far
her purchases. I asked her in
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Gerald Thomas my typical candid fashion why she
Parker announce the birth of a didn't buy her clothes in Paris or
eon, Thomas Ray. weighing eight Rome.
pounds eight ounces, born at the "I never buy anything in Europe
Murray Hospital on Friday. Au- ii I can help it." she told me.
gust 10. Mrs Parker is the former
I think her opinion of the
Bronda Sue Lockhart and is pres- botches that come out of mast
ently with her mother at her of the Euiopean coutourier salons
residence. 311 South Eighth Street, is shared by chic women all
Mr Parker is serving with the 'Over the world. This year women
U. S. Navy.
are completely disregarding the

Woman's Society Of
Christian Service
Has Regular .1Ieet
The Woman's Socren
Christian Service of the R.szei Nletnoheld its meeting
dist Church
Wednesday, August 1& at twothirty °hock in the afternoon at
the church.
Mrs. D. N. White gave the devotion on the subjset. -How Real
n's the Kingdom To US-, and elated
with a prayer.
The program on t h e theme,
"Measuring Our Growth-, was
presented by Mrs. Robert Taylor:
Mrs Melton Marshall. and Mrs.
Claude Anderson. They reviewed
e goats to acquaint the in
with the growth of the WSCS daring the past Quadrenniurn. Soft
-music was played throughout the
program by Mrs. Marshall at the
organ.
Mrs. Robert Taylor, chairman.
presided over a short
session and closed the with prayer.
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For SATISFIED SERVICE
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Sam Kelley

Kelley's Pest
Control
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JEWELRY
E. Side Sq.

Ph. 1934

Phone 55
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FREE INSPECTION

LEANNI $400.00
Wedding Ring $100.00

OFFICE SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT

J.lai
.
ron and rayon! Brown, black or red. Sires 8 to 18./
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Think offt. You invest in one stunningoutfit and you
profit two ways! You'll wear the white•collar sheath alone
for informal evenings. Yeell wear sheath and collarbee
jacket for traveling. shopping. Moreover, you ea*
ally wash the whole affair by hand! Why? Because it's

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
.......„...wah"116

"UTILITY" Table
Ida& (or the student in the family.
Makes homework more attractive
Use it as a typewriter table. Handy
in ihe kitchen. Center drawer for amebas rand 'holt for books. Typewriter
desk height, 39" w. x 17" d. Mowry
stool, arson or gray..

TWO FOR THE MONEY.

national motto.-TiWr-ilif Abe,

V_

She is 81

Stevenson Accepts

,
ADLAI E. STEVENSON, standardbearer of the Democratic Party
in the forthcoming elections, is
shown on the rostrum after he
lad delivered his acceptance
.peech at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

GETTYSBURG. Pa. OVO •-• Peeldust lbsenisower Monday signed
astabb.sh

WIFE PROTESTS DANCING
SANTA MONICA, Calif.' )61 -Mrs. Nellie Frances Davidson was
granted a divorce Monday on
Testimony her husband, Walla. SF,
ordered titr Lugu dancing with
him "five or six nights" a week.

1

• • • •
NATIONAL MOTTO LINIALUZIO

to

Supposed to be, an that the wearer
comes out looking like a freak.
And those new hat styles Are
siorrible. Horrible because you have
to look twice to see if you know
who s under them. They remind
I think the new French and *tie of the old Mae West school of
styles are dread:al. I don't )
030.
know whin they're trying to prove
What else do I see on The fall
wiljh those jawed up. overaanked
aumbern with nothing where it's peerre?
I predict the etars vatU go on
wearing the same things which
they know are good for thein
-•—•1111alone. Marilyn Monroe will sill
stick to those botches with the
`seam down the back and the
sewed-in look. Her clothes are
shockingly bad but she'll still get
her message across, so who are
we to argue with her?
June Allyson will still wear her
• young girl numbers with the Peter
Pan collar, and Chaudette Colbert
'will be an older version of Junie.
Lucille Wears Anyn.ing
Lucille Ball will wear anything
that etrikes her at any time, and
what she can't wear shell carry
.Betty Huttrun has given up that
jazzy style and now she's marvelously chic with simpie things
e of beautiful fabrics. Irene
Dunne and Gracie Allen will be
the fashion leaders. with timeless
dreas
gowns. And Tallulah w
only for the stage and wear her
biome and slacks, low shoes and
rink coat for everything else.
Even the European beauties now
flooding Holly wood are striving
tor the American look. They've
had enough of the small highwaisted. large-hipped numbers in
agree with one' who
Europe.
laud to me, "1 never know whether
European designers are downing
women or mannequins. Here a
girl looks like a girl!"

so called fhahion pacesetters abroad.
lulow that most of the Hollywood
. stars haven't given them a second
'look.
European Styles Dreadful

FAMILY GREETINGS FOR STEVENSON AND KEFAUVER

Imalkillalitht

e
WEDNESDAY — AUGUST 22, 1958

American Look ;1
In Clothes
Is Noted More

[PERSONALS]
NI.
and Mrs. Ortts Valentine
and son. Alan have returned from
a week's vacation at Biloxi, Miss.
One of the highlights of the week
,was the boat ride to an islar.d in
the Gulf of Mexico.
• •.• •

•••
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DEMOCRATIC FIRSIDENTIAL CANDIDATE Adlai E. In background, Mrs. Ernest Ives, the Democratiir
Stevenson is shown on the rostrum of Convention standard-bearer's sister. At bottom, Sen. Eitel:
Hall, Chicago, with immediate members of his Kefauver, the Vice Presidential candidate, and MS ,
Nancy,respond to the ovation given them by
family. They are: Mr.and Mrs. Adlai Stevenson,Jr.
• (International Soundphotos)
(left); John Fell Stevenson (right), his sons; and the delegates.

..
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SIDELIGHTS AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION

Fed up with wild promotions
that promise much and deliver
little?
Then come in and trade
with us!
Let us give you facts that
prove Studebaker is the biggest
dollar's worth in town today.
And, if the facts convince
you, then get our deal! It's a lot
better deal than the stunt men
offer—and you'll be doing business with someone you can
trust! So come on in — now!

—Licensed and Insured—
Phone 441

NOW!
ends THURS.

r,;
h41 eat-Wild
-h
,'
AFFAIR
BETTE DAVIS
ERNESTrunBORGNINE
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
BARRY FITZGERALD

N

I.

DE MOUS
FAMILY

Den AGIU
Studebaker — more
more economy.
... more safety
.more style...more car!
Get the facts that prove it!

NOW
Is the time
to buy

SCHOOL SHOES

STUDEBAKER
Come inloday!

Latest Styles in Nationally Advertised Brands
BASKETBALL SHOES IN BLACK and WHITE

•

•

ON A NEW NOTE OF PARTY UNITY, Democratic At bottom,left, is Sen. John T.ICennady,of Massaleaders engage in a nve-way handshake on the chusetts, who came very close to an astonishing
rostrum in Convention Hall, Chicago, during a wild victory during the balloting for the Vice Presirally that marked the windup session of the Demo- dency. He made s gracious tribute to Sen. Kefauver
cratic National Convention. Flanking former Presi- when he said: "I Move we suspend the rules and
dent !Tarry S. Truman, are: Adhei K Eitevestaon make Refauvern nomination unanimous." At bet(right), the new Democratic standard-bearer; Sen. torn, right, House Speaker Sam Ftayburn of Texas,
Estes Kefauver, his running mate. Behind them, permanent chairman of the Democratic National
defeated aspirant Gov. Averell Harriman (left) .Convention, lets tears fall as he atknowledges • a
and Sen. Lyndon Johnson, Senate Majority Leader. tribute paid to him by Rep. John W. McCormack.2

MIDWAY MOTORS
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